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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Rich, John, Jeff, 

Janine F. Katanic 
Jeffrey Cruz; John Madera; Richard Struckmeyer 
3/21 /05 1 1 :06AM 
Re: FYI: Fluke Biomedical, formerly Cardinal Health, etc. 

34-25957-03E docket 030-30726 appears to be a license that was formerly owned by Syncor International 
and became Cardinal Health when they purchased Syncor. My recollection and understanding is that the 
former Syncor had purchased Innovision, who I think was the original E-distribution licensee. Cardinal 
appears to have acquired it when they acquired Syncor. I seem to recall that sometime recently I heard 
through the health physics grapevine that Cardinal was selling off this portion of their services/product line. 
I guess that would lead to another change in ownership that you are now reviewing. 

Region IV does manage the Cardinal Health multisite radiopharmacy license 04-26507-01 MD docket 
030-33224. I am the current project manager for inspection oversight of this license. I assure you that the 
facility to which you refer is NOT managed by Region IV. The exempt distribution activities on the license 
to which you refer are not reviewed by Region IV. It does not fall under our purview as overseers of the 
radiopharmacy license. It is important to understand that we oversee the multisite radiopharmacy license 
alone, and not Cardinal Health as an entire corporate entity. While the license you refer to may have the 
name "Cardinal Health", this is an entirely different organization within Cardinal Health than the one that 
Region IV manages. 

This appears to me to be a Region Ill licensee. 

Thanks and please let me know if you have any further questions. 

Janine 

Janine F. Katanic, Ph.D. 
Health Physicist 
US NRC Region IV 

>>> Richard Struckmeyer 03/21/05 09:34AM >>> 
John &Jeff, 

This licensee is located in Cleveland, OH, and is identified in our License Tracking System as being in 
Region Ill. The inspection on 7/31/02 was done by G. Parker of Region Ill. Of course, if there is a 
mistake we would like to fix it. Can one or both of you figure this out and let me know? 

I realize that the issue (no prior notification of change of control) is not one of great significance, but 
believe it would be worth bringing up the next time this licensee is inspected. 

Thanks 

>>> John Madera 03/18/05 12:17PM >>> 
Richard, thanks for the info., however, this is a RIV licensee. I have put this message with your issue on 
cc to Jeff Cruz, the RIV Inspection Branch Chief. 

JRM 



This company (docket no. 03030726) has undergone several changes of name / ownership over the past 
few years, and it appears that they have done so in most or all instances without giving prior notification. 

It appears thatthe last inspection was 7/31/02; perhaps this would be an issue for a future inspection? 

cc: Montgomery, James L. 


